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recommendations for antithrombotic
therapy should therefore be followed.
Specific patient groups, particularly

those who have previously undergone
cardiac surgery or catheter ablation are
susceptible to different forms of atrial
flutter arising from both the left and
right atria. These patients require
specialist assessment. 
However, the broad principles of initial

management are the same for patients
with any atrial flutter or AF and involve
assessment of haemodynamic
compromise, control of ventricular rate
and stroke prevention. 

VENTRICULAR ECTOPY
Premature ventricular complexes (PVC)
and non-sustained VT (NSVT) are
frequently observed in patients with an
ACS, particularly during
revascularisation for STEMI. However,
PVCs are also frequently observed in
primary care and are therefore

commonly seen in patients with stable
CAD. In this context reassurance is
usually all that is required. 
In patients with particularly

bothersome symptoms of skipped or
extra beats then pharmacological
therapy with beta-blockers may be
indicated. In patients with a very high
burden of ectopy, severe symptoms or
associated presyncope or syncope, 
and when associated with heart failure
or significant ECG abnormalities 
(e.g. abnormal QRS morphology or
bundle branch block) specialist
assessment should be sought.

VENTRICULAR ARRHYTHMIAS
Ventricular arrhythmias in the context of
CAD include monomorphic and
polymorphic ventricular tachycardia
(VT) and ventricular fibrillation (VF).
These will often result in significant
haemodynamic compromise or cardiac
arrest resulting in sudden death. In the

case of resuscitated cardiac arrest or
sustained VT, management is
undertaken in secondary care and may
involve any, or a combination, of
revascularisation, antiarrhythmic drug
therapy, catheter ablation and device
implantation. For patients in primary
care, management should focus on
identifying those at greatest risk of sudden
death who will benefit from an implantable
cardioverter defibrillator (ICD).

Primary prevention
Left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF)
≤35% increases the risk of sudden
death. All patients with CAD should
therefore undergo assessment of 
LVEF usually by transthoracic
echocardiography. This is particularly
important at least six weeks following
presentation with ST-elevation ACS.19
Recommendations for ICD

implantation are derived from chronic
heart failure guidelines and overlap with

Table 3

Management strategies for rate or rhythm control of atrial fibrillation (AF)

Therapy

Flecainide

Beta-blockers

Calcium channel blockers 
(diltiazem and verapamil)

Digoxin

Amiodarone

Sotalol

Dronedarone

Catheter ablation

AV node ablation and 
pacemaker implantation

Indication

Contraindicated in patients with CAD

Rate control
Indicated post ACS and in heart failure

Rate control

Rate control

Maintenance of sinus rhythm 

Maintenance of sinus rhythm

Maintenance of sinus rhythm 
(third line to amiodarone and sotalol)

Maintenance of sinus rhythm:
—Severe drug refractory symptoms
—AF mediated LV dysfunction

Patients with severely symptomatic
drug refractory AF unsuitable
for/declined AF ablation
Patients with heart failure and CRT in
order to optimise biventricular pacing

Special considerations

Increased risk of sudden death

Considered first line

Contraindicated in heart failure with reduced ejection fraction.
Avoid combination of verapamil and beta-blocker (risks severe
bradycardia or AV block)

Limited efficacy during exercise

Requires careful counselling and checking/monitoring of TFTs, LFTs
and lung function.
Titrate to lowest effective dose

Confers risk of arrhythmia and sudden death
Avoid in heart failure with reduced ejection fraction

Avoid in heart failure with reduced ejection fraction
Requires close LFT monitoring.
Avoid if AF becomes persistent

Carries significant risk of complications and patient selection
important to confer most benefit

May be useful in patients with ischaemia and symptoms related to
difficult rate control


